
Mr. Richard Vošický accepted a lot of information about disappearance of people, about the Lord Jesus Christ, 

about the true positive creation, etc. But during the communication he was also connected with the beings 

from the negative state. Because of this he accepted a lot of bad information. 

You can't cooperate with the negative state because the negative state is synonymous of lying, cheating and 

manipulation. Using these falsified, distorted and false information also occurs for accepting the coarse energy 

= way to the negative state. 

On top of the imaginary pyramid of the negative state is not the Zeus (= 4 groups of the Pseudocreators, more 

on the blog) but the Prime Creator of everything and all with the nature of the Lord Jesus Christ. He together 

with angels of heaven (beings from the true positive creation) gives to whole negative state (including 

Pseudocreators) boundaries and limits = the negative state can do only what is permitted. More in the book 

the New revelation of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

The purpose of the information communicated by Mr. Richard Vošický should be familiar with people as many 

as possible about the situation of humanity and what comes - the disappearance of people. Nobody knows the 

date of disappearance of people and if anyone have any date appear, it will always come from the negative 

state. The Primary Creator of everything and all with the nature of the Lord Jesus Christ plays absolutely fair 

game with the negative state but never "construed cards" so also never fails to notify in advance the date of 

disappearance of people. Recall of positive people (rapture) can come at almost any time. This means recall of 

all positive people from this planet before the fullness of the negative state. So be prepared.  

Fulfillment of points which are on top of this blog (green color) is not enough for admission to the positive 

state. Very important is also manage spiritual exams which brings life itself. If you manage these exams 

successfully, you advance on your spiritual path and this is (together with the fulfillment of the mission of the 

light) integral part of return to the true positive creation (heavens). 

In present time about only 2% of whole population of planet Earth return to the true positive creation. The 

remaining about 98% of whole population of planet Earth go to the dark worlds in the negative state after their 

life on this planet. Living conditions in these dark worlds are much worse than on planet Earth and also 

incarnations are much longer there than here on planet Earth. 

About 40% of whole population of planet Earth consists of believers. These believers basically fulfill points 

mentioned on the blog (these points are identified by green color), but as you can see it's much less than 2% of 

whole population of planet Earth, who are returning to the true positive creation. So it's obvious that only 

these points are not enough for the return to the true positive creation (heavens). As has been mentioned, is 

also important to successfully manage spiritual exams, which brings life itself. But in the same situation are not 

only believers but also priests and others, to whom people look up to (especially in the churches). But 

everywhere can be found positive people.  

For the return to the true positive creation, ie. for manage spiritual exams and for fulfillment of the mission of 

the light, you don't need to be in an organization, church, sect or anything like this (it rather harms). Everyone 

is here for himself and for manage of spiritual exams is need only one - your own open heart. 

Each is fully responsible for his own life and events in life are just a result of the choices. Whether in any 

situation it's always very important to listen your heart and based on that make all life decisions. If you ever 

don't know what to do, try to imagine what would be in the same place do the Prime Creator of everything and 

all with the nature of the Lord Jesus Christ, who is the absolute pure love and wisdom - simply say, try to 

imagine what would be in the same place do the Love. 

So try to listen your heart in every situation in your life - TO SENSE BY THE HEART.  


